[Recent advances in research on SMANCS].
During the past five years we observed many advances in the study of the polymer drug, "SMANCS". This first polymeric drug was approved by the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare in 1994 as a drug for primary liver cancer, in which the arterial injection of oily formulation in Lipiodol (a lipid contrast medium) is the standard procedure. The advantage of this tactic is the most extraordinary cancer targeting efficiency with the least systemic side effect and very prolonged slow release of SMANCS. The mechanism of tumor selective accumulation of SMANCS and polymeric drugs in general is discussed in view of the so called-EPR (enhanced permeability and retention) effect of solid tumor. The mode of action of SMANCS at the cellular level seems to accompany the generation of superoxide radical which damages DNA; strand break and modification of guaninine by 8-hydroxylguanine. Immunological potentiation involves either the cellular (M phi, T-cell, NK-cell) or molecular level (induction of cytokines, including interferon gamma). The in vivo effect of SMANCS is most pronounced in the tumor vessels where more concentrated SMANCS is accessible due to the EPR effect, and perhaps the generation of O2.-. Nitric oxide generated by both inducible form of NO synthase (iNOS) by the infiltrated macrophages and NOS of endothelial cells, and superoxide from SMANCS will readily react to form peroxynitrite (O2- + NO-->ONOO-), which is a very potent cytotoxic molecule and will damage (nitrate and oxidize) DNA and proteins. Thus, tissue damage and vascular injury or collapse will be the principle tumor toxic mechanism of SMANCS at tissue level. The dose of SMANCS (or grade I-IV tumor filling) and tumor regression parallel each other, and a profile of AFP-value and technical issues of SMANCS/Lipiodol administration intraarterially are also discussed.